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Introduction

America’s favorite pastime became my favorite sport at the age of nine. Listening to the 

roar of the fans, the crack of the bat, and the hum of the ball captured my heart. Every 

time I step on the field, my hearts starts to pound and I begin to miss playing the game. 

The first time I played baseball, I enjoyed every challenge that the game offered. 

Education leads to many different doors and mine led me into the world of computers and 

mathematical modeling. I decided that I would like to combine my chosen field of study 

and my favorite sport into an honors thesis.

Throughout my thesis, I want to look at the mathematics and physics behind baseball. 

Looking at all the aspects of baseball could take a couple of years so I narrowed my 

selection to the flight of a baseball. The flight of a baseball, whether thrown or batted, 

produces an interesting study of trajectory and distance. Using gravitational force, drag 

force, and Magnus Force, I plan on examining the different flight paths and travel 

distances of the baseball. I start off by showing the mathematics and physics behind the 

flight of a baseball, then I demonstrate some different pitches while analyzing the strike 

zone. Then I show the effects of air density, velocity, spin, and angle of elevation on a

batted ball.

Most of the information that I gathered came from one book, “The Physics of Baseball” 

by Robert Adair. Robert Adair presents the physics and mathematics behind the flight

* path of the baseball. In chapter 2 he writes about the drag force and Magnus force

exerted on the baseball by the atmosphere. Then he produces many facts and figures

about the flight of the baseball.
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Mathematics and Physics of a Baseball

* Flight of a Baseball Neglecting Aerodynamic Forces

Let’s imagine that we live on a planet where there is no atmosphere or it is so thin 

that it doesn't exert any appreciable aerodynamic forces on objects that move 

through it. Then the flight of a baseball would only be affected by the 

gravitational pull of the planet (i.e., the weight of the ball). To model the motion 

in three dimensions requires three equations of motion, one for each coordinate 

direction. I select coordinate directions so that the positive x-axis is along the first 

base line, the positive y-axis is along the third base line, and the positive z-axis is 

vertically up from the playing field. The origin of coordinates is at home plate 

where the base lines intersect.

The equations of motion come from applying Newton's Second Law to the flight

of the baseball. Newton's Second Law states that the acceleration of an object is 
t/vproportional to the unbalanced force acting on it, that is, —oc Fnet. The constant 

i/v 1of proportionality is the reciprocal of the mass of the object, and so, — = —Fnt>(.
dt m

(The more familiar form is F„e, = ma.) [PHYS]

If aerodynamic forces are neglected the only force on the ball during its flight is 

the pull of gravity, F„e, = -mgk. Writing the equation of motion in component

form gives:
dt

-(-mg)
m

dvx
dt

±21
dt

(1)

(2)

(3)

= 0

= 0
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These are three first-order, linear differential equations in the unknown functions 

(Z), vy (t), and v2 (Z). The initial velocity of the ball gives the three required

initial conditions, vx (0) = vxo, vy (0) = vyo, and v2 (0) = v2O. [PHYS]

Solving the three equations with the specified initial conditions gives:

U (0 = v20 - gt vx (Z) = vxo vy (Z) = vyo

The velocities are the time derivatives of the position coordinates, x, y, and z. 

Integrating these three additional equations and applying the initial conditions,

x(0) = x0 = 0, y(0) = y0 = 0, and z(0) = z0 = 0, gives:

z(Z) = zo+vzoZ-4gZ2 x(t) = xo+vxot tO) = T0+V

By using the above equation I find the distance the ball travels from home plate. 

When the ball hits the ground then z(Z) = 0, so by setting zo + v2Ot -1 gZ2 =0,1

2vfind the time elapsed from the time the baseball was hit. It is Z = —— when 
g

z = 0. Using the time elapsed I calculate the position of the ball in the x-y plane. 

The coordinates of the point where the ball hits the ground are: [PB]

% = (4)
g

g
y = (5)

Knowing the coordinates of where the baseball landed, I calculate the distance 

that it travels from home plate by using the distance equation.

D = §xground ? +(Tgro„„d)2
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Substituting equations 4 and 5 for x and y gives: [MECH]

£> = yo zo (6)
2v„„v„ V

< s y
+

s

Example Distances:

In Table T.l, I use this simple model to calculate a few sample distances the ball 

will travel on our ideal planet (or, as seen on a television commercial, when All- 

Sport becomes the official drink of baseball).

Table T.l - Flight of a Baseball Neglecting Aerodynamic Forces

Initial Velocity Angel of Elevation Distance: 
Equation 6

90 mph 45° 541.1 ft
100 45 668.0
110 45 808.3
120 45 962.0
130 45 1129.0
140 45 1309.4
150 45 1503.1

Shaded area represents the range in which a typical hit comes off the bat. [PB]

Aerodynamic Forces Excluding Spin

Now we move to a world that has an atmosphere that exerts aerodynamic forces 

on the flight of a baseball. Gravity as well as aerodynamic forces will now affect 

the flight of the ball. The drag force comes from air molecules colliding as the 

ball travels through them. Look at Figure 1.1 for a diagram of drag and the 

aerodynamics of a baseball. [MECH]

A
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Figure 1.1 - Aerodynamic and Drag Force on a Baseball

High Air Pressure

Velocity

Gravity
Low Air Pressure

Drag Force

Downloaded from (http://www.library.advandanced.0rg/l 1902/physics/batting.html) and Modified for my use 03/02/1998 [NET1]

The aerodynamic force due to spin will be excluded for now, but I will examine it 

later. The drag force in the Figure 1.1 introduces a negative acceleration on the 

baseball and thus the equations become more complex. First, we need to look at 

the equation for the drag force. [PB]

Drag Force: Fd = -^CdpAw [PB]

Variables: Cd —>

P
A ->
v —>
V ->

Drag Coefficient
Air density
Cross Sectional Area of baseball 
Speed of the baseball 
Velocity of the baseball

The drag force and drag coefficient change as the baseball’s speed changes. Over 

a wide range of typical speeds for a baseball, the drag coefficient decreases as the 

speed of the baseball increases. The graph in Figurel .2 shows how the drag 

coefficient varies with speed. I use Mathematica to produce an interpolating 

polynomial for this function to be used in my model.

6
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Figure 1.2 - Drag Coefficient Vs Velocity

*

The dashed line is where the force on the baseball is equal to its weight. 
(“The Physics of Baseball”: by Robert K. Adair; page 8)

The net force on the baseball due to the aerodynamics forces and gravity is 

Fnel = -mgk + Fd, and writing the equation of motion in component form gives:

dvz _ 1
dt m

dv 
dt m

-mg ~lCdpA v̂2 + vy +v2)vz

v?+v2+vz2)vz

dv 1
' 2 CdpA v̂?+v2+vz2)v,

(7)

(8)

(9)dt m

These are three first-order, non-linear differential equations in the unknown 

functions vx (t), vy (Z), and v2 (Z). The initial velocity of the ball gives the three 

required initial conditions, vx (0) = vxo, vy (0) = vyo, and vz (0) = vz0.

Solving the three equations with the specified initial conditions I obtain solutions

for the three velocity components of the baseball, vz (Z), v (t), and vz (Z).
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Including the interpolated function for the drag coefficient, I used Mathematica to 

obtain numerical solutions for the three velocity components (weight = 5.25 

ounces, circumference = 9 inches, and elevation = sea level). Mathematica 

produces interpolating polynomials for the numerical solutions. I integrate the 

three velocity functions to obtain the position of the ball, with the initial position 

at, x(0) = 0, y(0) = 0, and z(0) = 3 ft, I then calculate the distance the ball 

travels from home plate. To do this I determine the elapsed time from when the

ball was hit to when it hits the ground, z(f) = 0. Using the elapsed time of travel,

I determine the distance the baseball travels using the distance equation:

D = yj (x(travel _ time))2 + (y(travel _ time))2 (10)

Table T.2 contains data that compares the distance the ball travels without air 

resistance to the distance it travels with air resistance. I use the same initial 

velocities and an angle of elevation of 45° as in Table T.l. [MECH, PB]

Table T.2 - Comparison of Distances With and Without Air Resistance

Initial Velocity 
(mph)

Distance (ft) 
w/o air resistance

Distance (ft) 
w/ air resistance Difference (ft)

90 541.1 ft 297.6 ft 243.5 ft
too 668.0 346.3 321.7
110 808.3 396.4 411.9
120 962.0 447.5 514.5
130 1129.0 498.2 630.8
140 1309.4 547.7 761.7
150 1503.1 595.7 907.4

(Weight = 5.25 ounces, Circumference = 9 inches, Elevation = Sea Level)

Figure 1.3 shows the trajectories of the ball with air resistance for initial velocities 

of v0 in Table T.2. The trajectories illustrate how drag affects the path that the 

baseball travels after making contact with the bat.
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Figure 1.3: Trajectories of Distances in Table T.2

Aerodynamic Forces Including Spin

Let’s get down to Earth and make the model more realistic. In addition to air 

resistance the atmosphere exerts aerodynamic forces produced by spin on the ball. 

The force due to the spin is called the Magnus force. The Magnus force is 

perpendicular to the direction of spin, and to the velocity of the ball. The 

direction of spin is in accordance with the right-hand convention. The diagram 

that follows shows the aerodynamic forces (drag force and Magnus force) on the 

ball in flight. [PB]

Figure 1.4 - Aerodynamics: Drag Force and Magnus Force

Downloaded from (http://www.library.advandanced.org/! 1902/physics/batting.html) and Modified for my use 03/02/1998 [NET1]
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The Magnus force is calculated as follows:

Magnus Force: Fm = Cdk(a> x v) [PB]
Cd —» Drag Coefficient same as for Drag force 
k -» Constant of proportionality, 0.000002

(Calculated by Robert Adair in 
“The Physics of Baseball)

a> —> Angular Velocity
v -> Velocity of the baseball

The Magnus Force does not change the speed of the ball but rather changes its

direction. For Newton’s Second Law, I calculate the net force on the baseball due

to the aerodynamics, including the Magnus force and gravity,

F„e, = -mgk - Fd + Fm. Before I write the equation of motion in component form 

I must break the Magnus Force up into components. These components 

determine the change in direction that the Magnus force causes on the velocity of 

the baseball. I calculate the vector components of the Magnus force, that change 

the direction of flight of the baseball, as follows:

i j k
Fm = Cdk(ax\)=Cdk CD CO COx y z

V V Vx y z

Frm=Cdk(coyvz-o)2vy) 

Fmy=Cdk{(02vx-(0xvz') 

Fm:=Cdk(axvy -coyvx)

0
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Now using the above components, I write the equation of motion (i.e., Newton’s 

Second Law) in component form:
ft

71 C.pA^ + v2 +v22X + kCd (ayvz - azvy)] (11)

+ VJ + V'E +kCAap>x -«xvz)] (!2)

~lcdpA^(y2 + v2 + v2)vz - mg + kCd{a)xvy -ta/'j] (13)
ui rn

The three first-order, nonlinear differential equations in the unknown functions 

vx (0 ’ vy (0 ’ and vz (0 the three initial conditions, vx (0) = vxo, vy (0) = vyo, 

and vz (0) = vzo can be solved numerically. I use Mathematica to solve the initial

value problem numerically and to generate interpolating functions for vx (Z),

v (Z), and vz (Z), which describe the velocity of the baseball in flight. [MECH]

*

To determine the position coordinates during the flight, I integrate — = vx, 
dt

— = vv, and — = v, with the initial position of the baseball, x(0) = 0, 
dt y dt

y(0) = 0, and z(0) = 3 ft. Now I can calculate the position of the ball when it hits 

the ground and its distance. I determine the elapsed time between when the ball

was hit and when it hits the ground by solving z(Z) = 0 for Z. Using the travel

time, I determine the horizontal distance D the baseball travels from home plate 

(0,0): [MECH] D = y](x{travel _time))2 + (y (zrave/ _ time))2
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*

Table T.3 shows how far from home plate the ball will hit the ground with no 

spin, back spin, and top spin. The values in the table represent the distances the 

ball travels under the following conditions:

Air density:
Ball Circumference: 
Weight of the Ball: 
Angle of Elevation: 
Rotational Speed: 
Initial Velocity:

0.074 slugs/ft3 [PHYS] 
9.00 inches [PB]
5.25 oz [PB]
35°
2000 rpm 
112 mph

Table T.3 - Back Spin Vs Top Spin

Type of Spin Distance from home plate 
(ft)

No Spin 419.2 ft
Back Spin 428.2
Top Spin 410.5

Back spin generates a small amount of lift on the ball allowing it to travel farther 

before it hits the ground. On the other hand, top spin causes a downward Magnus 

force that pulls the ball to the ground resulting in a shorter flight.[PB]

♦

Figure 1.5, demonstrates how spin on the ball can be the difference between a 

430-foot home run and a 420-foot out. Back spin increases the distance the ball 

travels by about 9 feet and top spin decreases the distance by 8.7 feet. [PB]

Figure 1.5 - Effect of Top spin Vs Back spin Vs No Spin
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Figure 1.6, illustrates the effects of a horizontal (i.e., about the vertical axis) spin 

on the ball. This spin causes a slice in golf or results from “going opposite field” 

in baseball. The distance that each ball travels is approximately 420 feet, but the 

ball with the spin goes about 20 feet closer to the right field foul line. This much 

difference causes problems for the outfielders.

Figure 1.6 - Effect of Horizontal Spin on the Baseball

20-foot gap
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The Art of Pitching

In this section I model PITCHING, my favorite part of the game. At the 

beginning of my second year in baseball when I was eleven years old, I decided to 

try pitching. From that point on I pitched every chance I could. I enjoyed 

pitching because, aside from the umpires, coaches, and catcher, the pitcher is the 

only person on the field who is assured of being in every play of the game. I love 

to pitch because it puts me at the center of attention.

That being said, I will now illustrate the effects of air density, velocity, angle of 

elevation, and rotation on the flight of the baseball under conditions relevant to 

pitching. For the different types of pitches, I show where the pitch is in relation to 

the strike zone when it passes home plate and how fast it is going. As I discuss 

the different pitches, I include suggestions on the best parts of the strike zone to

target.

Definition of Strike Zone [PB]

Before I can discuss the different aspects of pitching, I first take you behind the 

scenes. The pitcher has one of the better positions on the field and must be 

among the best athletes. It takes tremendous concentration and many hours of 

practice. To be effective a pitcher must have exceptional eye-hand coordination. 

Q) What does a pitcher need to do in order to be effective?

A) A pitcher must be able to throw strikes.

Q) What is a strike?

14



A) The umpire calls a strike when a pitched baseball crosses the plate in a 

predefined region and the batter both swings and misses or does not swing at all.

W The strike zone, defined in the baseball rulebook, is a right prism with a

horizontal cross section the same shape as home plate. The rule book description 

gives a different strike zone for each batter. The edges of home plate mark the 

side boundaries of the zone. To establish the top and bottom of the zone, points

on the batter’s body are used. The top of the strike zone is at the base of the 

armpits and the bottom is just above the knees. For example, the strike zone for a 

six-foot batter is typically 17” wide, 24” high, 17” deep, and suspended 22” above 

the ground. [PB]

Figure 2.1 - The Strike Zone

*
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Effect of Air Density on Pitches

I will now set the stage and explain how I produce my figures that help me
$

illustrate pitching. The model that I developed for hitting works for pitching 

except for changing the initial conditions to simulate the pitcher on the pitcher’s 

mound. Defined in the rulebook the pitcher’s mound is sixty feet six inches from 

home plate. Thus the initial position of the baseball, when released by the pitcher,

is x(0) = 42.8 ft (x-coordinate of the pitchers mound), y(0) = 42.8 ft (y-coordinate

of the pitchers mound), and z(0) = 6 ft (height of the ball above the pitchers

mound). Then subtracting the distances the baseball travels from the starting 

position simulates the path of a pitch. The model includes gravity, aerodynamic 

drag, and the Magnus force. [PB, MECH]

Every once in awhile you may hear a TV baseball sportscaster say, “If this pitcher 

pitched in Florida his curve ball would break ten feet.” While this is an 

exaggeration, there is some truth to the statement. Effective curveball pitchers in 

Florida may struggle in Colorado unless their fastballs have some “smoke” behind 

them to compensate for the lack of effectiveness of the curveball. The difference 

in effectiveness is due to the difference in the elevation and humidity at each 

ballpark. Take Coors Field for example. With an elevation of one mile above sea 

level the air is thinner and dryer than at Joe Robbie Stadium in Florida which is at

sea level.

In the following table and graphs, I show how pitches thrown at these two 

ballparks differ in position and speed as the ball passes over home plate. In my
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model, I do not attempt to precisely model the effects of the seams on the flight of 

the baseball; however, I know, based on my experiences as a pitcher, that the

thicker the air, the more movement on a curveball.

The pitches that I include in Table T.4 are the fastball, curveball, and a slider. I 

chose these pitches because they represent the most common pitches in baseball. 

The fastball is defined as a pitch with speed as its main attribute. The fastball 

does have horizontal movement, due to horizontal spin, depending on grip and 

arm motion used. A breaking ball is defined as a pitch thrown with definite 

horizontal spin that causes horizontal or vertical deviation from the fastball path. 

The curveball is defined as a breaking ball that has more vertical movement than

horizontal movement. It crosses home plate about 30 to 40 mph slower than a 

fastball. The slider is defined as a breaking ball, but has more horizontal 

movement than vertical movement. A slider also crosses home plate slower than 

a fastball, but is 10 to 15mph faster than a curveball.

Table T.4 - Joe Robbie Stadium Vs Coors Field

Name Type of 
Pitch

Initial
Velocity
(mph)

Final
Velocity
(mph)

Height
(inches) Compare

Joe Robbie 
Stadium Fastball 110 mph 101 mph 44.6 1.5 mph slower and 0.3” lower 

than fastball at Coors Field

Curveball 70 61 32.7 1.6 mph slower and 1.4” more
drop than at Coors Field

(( Slider 85 77 24.8 1.6 mph slower and 0.6” more
drop then at Coors Field

Coors Field Fastball 110 103 44.9 1.5 mph faster and 0.3” higher 
than fastball at Joe Robbie

(« Curveball 70 63 34.1 1.6 mph faster and 1.4” less
drop than at Joe Robbie

Slider 85 78 25.4 1.6 mph faster and 0.6” less 
drop then at Joe Robbie

(Elevation of Joe Robbie Stadium « 0 feet, Elevation of Coors Field » 5280 feet, Air Densities calculated from formula)

17



Table T.4 shows that the difference between the two ballparks is very small, so 

what are those sportscasters talking about? It is important to remember that the 

seams on a ball cause more movement on a fastball, and more drop and break in 

curveball. Four-seams cutting through the air cause a curveball to drop as much

as 19 inches and two-seams as much as 7.5 inches. This is due to the seams

producing an increase in pressure above the ball and a decrease below the 

baseball. I could possibly experiment with changing the constant ‘k’ in the 

Magnus force equation until its results simulated the actual difference between

curveballs thrown at Coors Field and curveballs thrown at Joe Robbie Stadium.

[NET3]

The next two figures come from Table T.4, but I exclude the fastball because the 

difference is too small to see in the graph. Figure 2.2 shows the curveball and 

Figure 2.3 shows the slider.

Figure 2.2 - Curveball (Joe Robbie Vs Coors Field)

18



Release Point

Pitcher’s Mound

Figure 2.3 - Slider (Joe Robbie Vs Coors Field)

Fastball: Effect of Rotation and Velocity

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

For young pitchers the easiest, safest (with regard to potential shoulder injury), 

and most effective baseball pitch is the fastball. The fastball is thrown with an 

overhand, three-quarter arm, or side-arm motion, and two fingers either across the 

seams or with the seams. While the underhand pitch is the safest throwing 

motion, it is not an effective primary pitch in baseball because it is too slow.

Since the fastball doesn’t require any extra wrist, elbow, or shoulder action, 

coaches and sports doctors conclude that the fastball causes less muscle damage 

than other pitches. The fastball is the easiest pitch to master because of the 

straight path it follows.

*
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EXAMPLES OF FASTBALLS

Table T.5, shows the initial velocity and angle of release as well as the final 

velocity and height when the ball crosses home plate.

Table T.5 - Comparison of Fastballs at Different Velocities

Initial
Velocity
(mph)

Release Angle 
(degrees)

Final Velocity 
(mph)

Height
(inches)

In Strike 
Zone

90 0 82 30.6 YES

100 0 92 38.7 YES

110 0 102 44.9 YES

90 2 82 56.0 NO, HIGH

100 2 92 64.1 NO, HIGH

110 2 102 70.1 NO, HIGH

90 -2 82 5.2 NO, LOW

100 -2 92 13.3 NO, LOW

110 -2 102 19.2 YES
(weight = 5.25 oz, circumference = 9 inches, elevation = sealevel, backspin = 1600 rpm)

Figure 2.4 shows the trajectories of three fastball pitches all thrown at 0° 

elevation. From this figure, you can see that lower initial velocities decrease the 

distance the ball travels as well as its height as it crosses the plate. To a spectator

or a batter the ball appears to travel in a straight line, but in reality it drops as it

approaches the plate.
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Figure 2.5 shows what happens if you release a pitch at different angles with the 

same release velocity of ninety miles per hour. If you release the ball too soon 

then it flies up over the head of the catcher and takes out the umpire. On the other 

hand, if you release the ball too late then it hits the ground in front of the plate and 

causes the catcher to dive in the dirt. In Figure 2.5, the release angle varies by 

only a one degree in each direction and the pitches just stay in the strike zone. So, 

a pitcher must time the release point to hit the release angle accurately. This 

requires tremendous concentration by the pitcher, even when distracted by other 

team members, coaches, opposing team members, and sometimes screaming and 

booing fans. A pitcher must be mentally and physically prepared to deal with

these stresses and strains. [PB]

*
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Curve Ball: Different Rotation Rates, Angle of Rotation, and Velocities

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

A true curve ball comes from an over hand motion and a hammer-like snap of the 

arm and wrist. Most people think that a curve ball breaks right to left or left to 

right, but a true curve ball breaks straight down with very little sideways motion. 

Using the hammer-like motion, the pitcher puts tremendous topspin on the ball 

that produces an aerodynamic force on the ball directed toward the ground. This 

force, called the Magnus Force, increases the rate that the ball drops and may also 

give the ball some horizontal motion.

EXAMPLES OF CURVEBALLS

In Table T.6,1 show the drop of a curveball from the trajectory of a fastball at the 

same release velocity and release angle. Using my model I calculate the final 

velocity of the curveball as it crosses home plate, the final height of the curveball, 

and the final height of the fastball. Then I calculate the drop by finding the 

difference between the final height of the curveball and the fastball at the same

release velocity.

Table T.6: Comparison of Curveballs at Different Velocities

Release
Velocity
(mph)

Release
Angle

(degrees)

Final
Velocity
(mph)

Final Height of 
curveball 
(inches)

Final Height of fastball, 
same velocity (inches)

Drop
(inches)

75 1 67 21.2 26.9 5.7

80 1 72 28.7 34.1 5.4

85 1 77 35.8 40.0 4.2

(weight = 5.25 oz, circumference = 9 inches, elevation = sealevel, backspin = 1600 rpm at 45°)
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Figure 2.6 shows the trajectories of the pitches in Table T.6 above. As you can 

see the faster the ball hurls toward the plate the less time it has to break and thus 

the pitch remains higher in the strike zone.

In Figure 2.7,1 compare curve balls that vary in revolutions per minute to show 

how the rate of spin affects the drop of the baseball. The top pitch in the figure is 

a 75-mph fastball with 0-rpm, the next one down is a 75-mph curveball with 200- 

rpm, then a 75-mph curveball with 1000-rpm, and the last is a 75-mph curveball 

with 1800-rpm. Looking at the figures you see that the baseball drops about one 

to two inches for each increase in rpm’s and also curves away from a right-handed 

batter. The curveball breaks away from a right-handed batter because the Magnus 

force pushes it in that direction.
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Location; Fast Ball Vs Curve Ball

Which player has the most control over winning or losing a baseball game? It is 

the player who stands at the top of the pitcher’s mound. The pitcher must 

carefully choose the pitches. One mistake can possibly cost the team the game. I 

attended many pitching camps and learned pitching techniques from some of the 

best. At baseball camp in Washington, the head instructor taught us that the 

location of a pitch in the strike zone is the most important aspect of pitching. 

First, let’s take a look at some locations that are difficult for batters. In Figure 

2.8,1 highlight the areas of the strike zone that are generally tougher for right- 

handed batters to hit. Right-handed players have trouble hitting low outside 

pitches and high inside pitches. Low inside pitches can be effective provided the 

pitcher varies the speed and rotation on the ball.

Figure 2.8 - Difficult Regions of the Strike Zone for Right-handed Batters

*
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Figure 2.9 through Figure 2.12 show good locations, for the pitcher, of fastballs 

and curveballs. In order for pitchers to hit these locations, they must concentrate

M on the catcher’s knee or some other spot that gives them reference for the target

location. Remember the baseball needs just to touch any part of the strike zone 

for the umpire to call a strike. Then the pitcher must releases the ball at exactly 

the right point, which for an 87-mph pitch (Figure 2.9) is about one degree below 

the horizontal. To master this takes years and years of practice, just ask Greg

Maddox of the Atlanta Braves.

Figure 2.9 - Fastball -> Low and Away (87-mph)

Figure 2.10 - Fastball -> High and Inside (100-mph)
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Figure 2.11 - Curve ball -> Low and Away (65-mph)

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show two pitches that pitchers don’t want to throw, but that 

batters love to see. Batters love to see a sweet, waist-high fastball that they can 

send rocketing out of the stadium or a hanging curveball that seems to be sitting 

on a platter waiting to be hit. Roger Maris set the record of 61 homeruns in a

season and Hank Aaron set the record of 755 career homeruns. Not to take

anything away from the great hitting of these two players, but understandably 

many of their homeruns came on mistakes made by the pitchers, like the two 

example pitches shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14. [PB]
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Figure 2.13 - Fastball -> Waist High and Down the Middle

Figure 2.14 - Curve ball -> Hanging Over the Plate

Other Pitches:

While discussing pitch location, I should mention another advantage that pitchers 

can have over batters. If a pitcher can keep the batter guessing what the next 

pitch will be, then the pitcher has more of an advantage. A pitcher needs more

H than one pitch in order to be effective. Even having as few as three pitches,

improves the chances of defeating the batter. Pitches like the change-up, slider, 

screwball, sinker, and knuckle ball keep many batters on their toes. A change-up
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can be thrown with many different grips, but the speed difference and arm speed 

deception makes it a good follow up to a fastball. A slider, thought of as a curve

® ball by many, really can be described as a fast breaking ball. The slider usually

comes across the plate five to ten miles per hour slower than a fastball, but faster 

than a curve ball. A screwball, thrown by a right-handed pitcher, breaks like a 

slider thrown by a left-handed pitcher. A sinker, if thrown correctly, looks to the 

batter like it just falls off the end of a table. A knuckle ball can really make the 

batter look bad because the pitch has no spin, changes direction more than once, 

and drops like a rock. The knuckle ball is very unpredictable because one time it 

may move in one direction and the next time it may make two direction changes.

The remainder of this section demonstrates the difference between some of these

pitches and shows some good locations over home plate. [PB]

Figure 2.15 shows a screwball thrown by a right-handed pitcher. The initial 

conditions need altering in order to produce the right effect for a screwball. The 

screwball is thrown by turning your wrist away from your body at the release 

point. The release velocity is 73-mph, at one degree above the horizontal, and it 

crosses home plate at 64-mph. The screwball crosses the plate at a great spot as a 

follow-up to a fastball on the outside comer. To simulate this in my model, I 

changed the omega components of the Magnus force to the opposite of a 

curveball (ax is negative, my is positive, and a>2 is negative). [PB]

w
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Figure 2.15 - Screwball (64mph)

Figure 2.16 shows a slider thrown under the same conditions as the curveball in 

Figure 2.11, except that the velocity as it crosses the plate increases to 80-mph 

instead of 65-mph and the angle of rotation is flatter (i.e., 135°). Look at how the 

ball stays up in the zone, but breaks more than the curveball.

Figure 2.16 - Slider (High 80-mph)

The slider, in Figure 2.16, is a good pitch to a left-handed batter when preceded 

by a fastball low and away, but most of the time a right-handed batter can hit it. 

Figure 2.17, shows a better location for the slider. This pitch is best thrown in a 

strikeout situation such as one ball, two strikes on the batter.
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Figure 2.17 - Slider (Better Location, 80-mph)

Figure 2.18 illustrates the conditions needed to throw one type of change-up.

This pitch got its name from the grip used, “circle change”. The “circle change” 

is thrown by making a circle with your thumb and pointer finger, then placing the 

ball tight in the grip holding it with the other three fingers. Using the same 

throwing motion as a fastball, this grip slows the ball down and puts a spin on the 

ball, which causes the ball to break toward a right-handed batter. For this pitch, I 

setup my model just like that of the screwball except the axis of rotation is not as 

steep (angle of rotation = 45°).

Figure 2.18: Change-up (77-mph, Low and inside)
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A better location for a change-up is out of the strike zone. This pitch can be 

extremely effective, especially if it is preceded by a good hard fastball on the 

outside comer. Greg Maddox completely fools batters with his change-up and 

usually causes easy grounders or even strikeouts.

Figure 2.19 - Change-up (77-mph, Out of Strike Zone)

Better location for 
the “Circle Change”

*
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Interesting Facts about Batting

* In this final section of my thesis, I take an in-depth look at the flight of the

baseball after it makes contact with a bat and I analyze some batting techniques. 

First, I examine the effects of air density on the distance the ball travels. Then I 

examine the effects of initial velocity, backspin, topspin, and other spins on the 

path of a hit baseball. Next I determine the optimum angle of elevation to 

produce the maximum range and calculate the maximum distance a baseball can 

travel when hit with an initial velocity of 130 mph. Finally, I present some data 

for different conditions needed for hitting homeruns at many of the Major League 

ballparks and I provide some pointers on how to increase your chances of hitting

homeruns.

Effects of Air Density on a Baseball

While watching baseball on television one day I heard the sportscaster claim that 

hitting home runs at Coors Field in Colorado is easier than at Joe Robbie Stadium 

in Florida. How much easier could it be? With the help of my model and some 

air density information, I compare distances and show why the sportscaster can

make that claim. Table T.7 shows the distance the baseball travels when it comes

off the bat at different speeds with either backspin or no spin. [NET2]

1
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Table T.7 - Hitting Distances: Coors Field Vs Joe Robbie Stadium

Field Initial Velocity 
(mph)

Angle of Elevation 
(degrees)

Distance 
w/o spin (ft)

Distance w/ 
backspin (ft)

Joe Robbie 110 55 351 353

ii 115 a 373 375

it 120 it 394 396

a 125 ii 415 418

Coors Field 110 ii 385 387

(( 115 it 410 412

(( 120 it 434 437

(t 125 ii 459 462
(weight = 5.25 oz, circumference = 9 inches, Elevation at Joe Robbie = sealevel, 

Elevation at Coors Field = 5280 ft, backspin = 2000 rpm)

Table T.7 shows a hit in Joe Robbie Stadium that comes off the bat at 1 lOmph 

lands about 351ft from home plate, where at Coors Field it will land 385ft from 

home plate, a difference of 34ft. If we increase the initial velocity to 115mph the 

difference increases to 37ft. When you increase the initial velocity from 115mph 

to 120mph the difference in the distance the ball travels is 40ft. These results 

justify the sportscaster’s claim that hitting homeruns at Coors Field is easier than 

at Joe Robbie Stadium. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the trajectories of the hits in 

Table T.5 at Joe Robbie Stadium and Coors Field, respectively.

Figure 3.1 - Trajectories at Joe Robbie

*
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Figure 3.2 - Trajectories at Coors Field

410ft

Effects of Initial Velocity of Baseball

Table T.8 shows how different initial velocities affect the distance the ball travels 

from home plate. The table shows how far the ball lands from home plate and the 

change in distance for each increase of 10 mph. How is the increase in distance 

related to the increase in velocity?

Table T.8 - Effects of Initial Velocity

Initial Velocity 
(mph)

Angel of 
Elevation 
(degrees)

Distance the ball lands from 
home plate (ft)

Change in Distance
AD (ft)

90 45 297.6 48.7

too 45 346.3 50.1

110 45 396.4 51.1

120 45 447.5 50.7

130 45 498.2 49.5

140 45 547.7 48

150 45 595.7
(weight = 5.25 oz, circumference = 9 inches, elevation = sealevel, backspin = 2000 rpm at 45°)

*
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As the velocity increases from 90 to 1 lOmph, AD increases at a decreasing rate. 

Over the next interval, from 120mph to 150mph, AD decreases at an increasing

"B rate.

Batting Techniques and Effects of the Spin on a Batted Ball

In the first section of my thesis I briefly showed how the Magnus Force exerted 

by the spin of the baseball produced lateral and/or vertical deflection of the ball.

In section two, we saw that the spin on the ball produced curveballs, sliders, 

screwballs, and deflection of fastballs. In this section, I show what happens when 

a batter uses different techniques to put different spins on the ball. I look at four 

different techniques: 1) pulling the ball, 2) going opposite field, 3) lofting the ball, 

and 4) top spin heat.

Pulling the Ball

The first technique that I will explain is “pulling the ball”. A batter steps to the 

plate and mentally decides which pitches to hit. To demonstrate this technique, 

the batter hits a fastball on the inside part of strike zone. The batter knows that 

pulling this type of pitch works best. Once the pitcher throws, the batter has 

about four tenths of a seconds to react to the pitch and swing. It seems like this 

would be plenty of time until you realize that it takes between three and four 

tenths of a second to get the bat started and through the strike zone. Batters know 

that they must get full extension of their arms and meet the ball at the front hip to 

pull the baseball effectively. The impact between the bat and the ball sends the
♦

ball sailing into left field. Most of the time, for right-handed batters, the ball 

comes off the bat with spin that will cause the ball to drift towards the line.
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Figure 3.3 shows a right-hander’s pulling hit and the path the baseball would 

travel if the ball was hit to left field, but had no spin. Notice that the ball lands 15 

to 20 feet to the right of the hit with no spin on the ball.

Going Opposite Field

“Going opposite field” is a baseball phrase that means to hit the ball to the field 

opposite the batter’s box the batter stands in. This is the next technique that I 

explain. No matter if the batter is left-handed or right-handed the opposite field 

hit will curve toward the base line. The pitcher delivers a pitch that comes across 

home plate on the outside comer and the batter slaps the ball to the opposite field. 

Slapping the ball is a technique where you push the bat at the ball using mostly 

your wrists. The batter needs to “hit the ball off the back hip”. This means that 

the batters should wait on the ball and make contact with the ball as it passes their 

back hip. The contact between the bat and the ball produces a horizontal 

clockwise spin on the ball, which produces an aerodynamic force that pushes the 

baseball towards the right field line. As the ball travels through the air it drifts 

toward the foul line and away from the fielder. This type of spin usually occurs
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when the right-handed batter hits the ball between right-center gap and the right 

field line or between left-center gap and the left field line for a left-handed batter. 

Figure 3.4, shows the drift caused by the aerodynamic force that pushes the

baseball off course.

Figure 3.4 - Going Opposite Field

Lofting the Ball

The phrase “Lofting the Ball” means that the batter swings in such a way as to put 

backspin on the ball to make it go farther. Most coaches and players know that if 

you hit the “middle” of the ball, line drives will result. Those types of hitters 

usually come across as being base hit specialists. If you are a power hitter and you 

want more distance on the ball, hitting the bottom half of the ball will help. As 

the ball flies toward home plate, a batter focuses on contact point and eye-hand 

coordination guides the bat, toward that point. If you want backspin on the ball, 

then the contact point needs to be below the middle of the ball. The ball deflects 

off the bat at a larger angle and has backspin on it. The backspin produces an 

aerodynamic force that causes the baseball to float, thus producing greater 

distances. In section one, Figure 1.5 showed the difference in distance of travel
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for a hit ball with topspin, no spin, and backspin. Table T.9 shows the increase in

distance that backspin produces at different initial velocities. Figure 3.5 shows a

* comparison between a hit at 110 mph with no spin and a hit at 110 mph with

backspin.

Table T.9 - Lofting the Ball

Velocity Angle Distance w/o spin Distance w/ backspin
100 35 350.6 ft 358.3 ft
105 35 377.4 385.6
110 35 404.8 413.4
115 35 432.6 441.7
120 35 460.7 470.1
125 35 488.6 498.3
130 35 516.5 526.5
135 35 544.0 554.3

(weight = 5.25 oz, circumference = 9 inches, elevation = sealevel, backspin = 3000 rpm at 35°)

Figure 3.5 - Lofting the Ball

Topspin Heat

The final technique that I explain requires a lot of practice and hard work to 

master. “Topspin Heat”, a phrase that describes the action and velocity of a 

baseball hit using this technique, can turn a line drive hitter with a batting average 

of 0.150 into a singles hitter with a batting average of 0.300. Many batters 

complain that when they bat they always hit it at the fielders. Using the “Topspin 

Heat” technique line drive hitters can become more effective. The technique
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requires that the batter hits the top half of the ball and roll the wrists over the ball.

By hitting the top half of the ball and rolling your wrists you can put topspin on

'fr the baseball. This produces an aerodynamic force that pushes down on the ball

causing it to drop fast. Outfielders have trouble with these hits because they fly 

right at them and then the ball dies, landing short of them. This technique can 

have bad side effects, however. If a power hitter tries this technique it can turn a 

homerun into an out. This happens when batters hit the middle of the ball, but roll 

their wrists anyway putting top spin on the ball. Also, if a hitter hits solid line 

driver that already land in front of the outfielders, then this technique can cause 

him to hit more grounders to the infield. Figure 3.6 shows how a batter can use 

top spin heat to convert a line drive out to a potential base hit. Table T.10 and 

Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show what can happen to batters if they attempt to use 

this technique when they are already successful.

Table T.10 - Topspin Heat

Velocity (mph) Angle
(degrees)

Distance w/o spin 
(ft)

Distance w/ topspin (ft)

100 15 255.5 ft 246.7 ft
105 15 278.2 268.8
110 15 301.5 291.4
115 15 325.4 314.7
120 15 349.5 338.2
125 15 373.8 361.8
130 15 398.0 385.4
135 15 422.2 408.9

(weight = 5.25 oz, circumference = 9 inches, elevation = sealevel, topspin = 3000 rpm at 15°)

*
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Figure 3.6 - Line Drive Outs to Base Hits

Figure 3.8 - Base hits to grounders

♦
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Optimum Angle of Elevation

I will use my model to calculate the optimum angle of elevation. The 

optimum angle gives the maximum distances that the baseball will land 

from home plate. Table T. 11 shows the distances that the ball travels for 

the initial velocity of 120-mph (no spin) at different angles of elevation. 

The table is divided into sections, in the first section the angles vary by ten 

degrees to determine an interval that contains the optimum value. The

second section shows the distances for angles varying by five degrees and 

the third section varies by one degree and finally, I vary the angle by 

tenths to find the optimum angle of elevation to the nearest tenth.

Table T. 11 - Optimum Angle Data

Angle Distance
50.0° 426.56 ft
40.0 463.86
30.0 464.87
20.0 414.82
25.0 447.92
35.0 469.48
36.0 469.13
34.0 469.39
34.9 469.44
35.1 469.46

Distances are rounded to the nearest hundredth of a foot. [PB]

*

The optimum angle to the nearest tenth, in red in Table T.l 1, is 35.0 

degrees.

I now use my model to find the maximum distance (Table T.l2) that a 

baseball will land from home plate, in several different ballparks if it 

comes off the bat at 120 mph. The hit will have utilized the optimum 

angle, backspin (Lofting Technique) at 2000 rpm, and fly to center field at
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Coors Field, Joe Robbie Stadium, Dodger Stadium, Yankee Stadium, and 

Fenway Park in Boston. The distances that I find may not be the maximum

♦ distances that a human can hit the ball, but they illustrate distances typical

for the power hitters of the Major League.

Table T.12 - Maximum Distance of hit (120mph, 35° angle and backspin)

Baseball Stadium Fence and Height Distance
Coors Field 415ft (Center) / 8ft 515.4 ft

Dodger Stadium 395ft (Center) / 8ft 470.2 ft
Joe Robbie Stadium 410ft (Center) / 8ft 470.1 ft

Yankee Stadium 408ft (Center) / 7-9ft 470.2 ft
Fenway Park 390ft (Center) / 20 ft 470.2 ft

(weight = 5.25 oz, circumference = 9 inches, backspin = 2000 rpm)

Homeruns

Field Dimensions

For the final analysis of my baseball model, I show some different ballparks and 

possible conditions that result in homeruns. Remember that we must now take 

into account the distance to different parts of the field, the air density at each 

ballpark, and the height of the fence. The stadiums that I will show are Coors 

Field (the home of the Colorado Rockies), Dodger Stadium (LA Dodgers), Joe 

Robbie Stadium (Florida Marlins), Yankee Stadium (New York Yankees), and 

Fenway Park (Home of the famous “Green Monster” wall and the Boston Red 

Sox). Below, I list the distance to the main hit areas of each field, the height of 

the fences, and included a diagram of each (Figure 3.9- Figure 3.13). [NET1]

t
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Figure 3.9 - Coors Field: Left (347), Right (350), Center (415), Left Center (390), 
Right Center (375), Height (all-8)

(Elevation = 5280 ft)

Figure 3.10 - Dodger Stadium: Left (330), Right (330), Center (395), Left Center (385), 
Right Center (385), Height (all-8)

*

(Elevation = 77 ft)

Figure 3.11 - Joe Robbie Stadium: Left (335), Right (345), Center (410), Left Center (380), 
Right Center (380), Height (all-8)
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Figure 3.12 - Yankee Stadium: Left (318), Right (314), Center (408), Left Center (399), 
Right Center (385), Height (left-7, right-9)

(Elevation = 20 ft)

Figure 3.13 - Fenway Park: Left (315), Right (302), Center (390), Left Center (379), 
Right Center (380), Height (left-60, center-20, right-8)

(Elevation = 22 ft)

*

Homerun Possibilities

In the following tables I show a few different hits that will clear the fence at some 

of the above ballparks for homeruns, but won’t at others. In order to achieve the 

effect that I want I examine different initial velocities (Table T.l3) at a constant 

angle. I chose an angle of 15 degrees for the first four, but for Fenway Park I 

chose 20 degrees to help show the difficulty of hitting homeruns. Table T. 14 

contains data where I varied the angle of elevation while keeping the initial 

velocity at 115mph. I also find the height of the ball as it cross the fence to
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determine whether it is a homerun. When watching players like Frank Thomas, 

Ken Griffey Jr., and Mark McGwire, you may think that hitting homeruns is easy.

W Most power hitters work out and build up the strength needed to hit homeruns.

They can generate tremendous bat speed and thus the ball-bat collision results in a 

higher initial velocity sending the ball out of the park.

*
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Table T.13 - Homeruns changing velocity (backspin)
Stadium Initial Velocity Angle Direction Height at Fence Distance Homerun?

Coors Field 110 mph 15°

Left 0 317.3 ♦No
Left-Center 0 325.7 No

Center 0 329.4 No
Right-Center 0 325.7 No

Right 0 317.3 No

Dodger Stadium 110 15

Left 0 301.7 - No
Left-Center ov 309.3 No

Center 0 312.6 No
Right-Center 0 309.3 No

Right 0 301.7 + No

Joe Robbie 110 15

Left 0 301.5 # No
Left-Center 0 309.1 No

Center 0 312.4 No
Right-Center 0 309.1 No

Right 0 301.5 No

Yankee Stadium 110 15

Left 0 , 301.5 No
Left-Center 0 309.2 No

Center 0 312.5 No
Right-Center 0 309.2 No

Right 0 301.5 $ No

Fenway Park 110 20

Left 17.5 315.0 No-Hit Wall
Left-Center 0 356.9 No

Center 0 360.2 No
Right-Center 0 356.9 No

Right 22.8 349.0 % Yes

Coors Field 130 15

Left 22.4 421.1 Yes
Left-Center 14.4 431.8 Yes

Center 7.9 415.0 * No-Hit Wall
Right-Center 18.8 431.8 Yes

Right 21.7 421.1 Yes

Dodger Stadium 130 15

Left 21.9 398.3 Yes
Left-Center 8.9 407.8 Yes

Center 6.8 395.0 + No-Hit Wall
Right-Center 8.9 407.8 Yes

Right 21.9 398.3 Yes

Joe Robbie

■

130 15

Left 20.6 398.0 Yes
Left-Center 10.5 407.5 Yes

Center 0.7 410.0 # No-Hit Wall
Right-Center 10.5 407.5 Yes

Right 18.1 398.0 Yes

Yankee Stadium 130 15

Left 24.4 398.1 Yes
Left-Center 3.5 399.0 $ No-Hit Wall

Center 1.6 408.0 $ No-Hit Wall
Right-Center 8.8 407.6 Yes

Right 25.2 398.1 Yes

Fenway Park 130 20

Left 51.1 315.0 % No-Hit Wall
Left-Center 40.5 379.0 % No-Hit Wall

Center 38.7 471.6 Yes
Right-Center 40.2 467.6 Yes

Right 52.6 458.1 Yes
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Table T.14 - Homeruns from changing angle
Stadium Angle Initial Velocity Direction Height at Fence | Distance Homerun?

Coors Field 15 115
Left-Center Oft 351.8 No

Center 0 355.7 No
Right-Center 0 351.8 *No

Dodger
Stadium 15 115

Left-Center 0 333.7 No
Center 0 337.1 No

Right-Center 0 333.7 +No

Joe Robbie 15 115
Left-Center 0 333.4 No

Center 0 336.9 No
Right-Center 0 333.4 No

Yankee
Stadium 15 115

Left-Center 0 333.5 No
Center 0 337.0 No

Right-Center 0 333.5 No

Fenway Park 15
5 *

115
'' ' ' .

Left-Center 0 333,5 No
Center 0 337.0 No

Right-Center 0 333.5 No

Coors Field 30 115
Left-Center 62.4 471.6 * Yes

Center 50.5 475.3 Yes
Right-Center 69.6 471.6 Yes

Dodger
Stadium 30 115

Left-Center 44.9 433.8 + Yes
Center 40.0 436.9 Yes

Right-Center 44.9 433.8 Yes

Joe Robbie 30 115
Left-Center 48.1 433.3 Yes

Center 27.0 436.4 Yes
Right-Center 48.1 433.3 #Yes

Yankee
Stadium 30 115

Left-Center 33.9 433.5 $Yes
Center 28.9 436.5 Yes

Right-Center 44.7 433.5 Yes

Fenway Park 30 115
Left-Center 48.7 379.0 %No-Hit Wall

Center 43.5 436.5 Yes
Right-Center 47.3 433.5 Yes

Coors Field 45 115
Left-Center 107.8 463.6 Yes

Center 82.0 465.8 * Yes
Right-Center 121.7 463.6 Yes

Dodger
Stadium 45 115

Left-Center 68.0 422.9 Yes
Center 55.2 424.6 +Yes

Right-Center 68.0 422.9 Yes

Joe Robbie 45 115
Left-Center 74.3 422.4 #Yes

Center 28.3 424.1 Yes
Right-Center 74.3 422.4 Yes

Yankee
Stadium 45 115

Left-Center 45.3 422.5 Yes
Center 32.3 424.3 $Yes

Right-Center 67.4 422.5 Yes

Fenway Park 45 115
Left-Center 75.9 422.5 Yes

Center 62.4 424.3 %Yes- Barely
Right-Center 74.5 422.5 Yes

(weight = 5.25 oz, circumference = 9 inches, backspin = 2000 rpm)
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My mathematical model generated the data in Tables T.l3 and T.14. I marked 

some of the hits with *,+,#, $, and % (Each symbol represents a different

> ballpark). Figure 3.14 through Figure 3.15 displays the marked hits from the

tables visually to help see what happens at each ballpark. Notice how the height

of the fence and the distance to it affects whether the ball will be a homerun or an 

out. Each ballpark has it own unique personality, determined by the dimension of 

the field. Some ballparks prove to be a challenge for even the strongest players to

hit homeruns.

Figure 3.14 - Hits at Coors Field

Marked in Table T.13 and T.14 with
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Figure 3.15 - Hits at Dodger Stadium

Marked in Table T.13 and T.14 with *+’

Hitl

Figure 3.16 - Hits at Joe Robbie Stadium

Marked in Table T.13 and T.14 with *#’
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Figure 3.17 - Hits at Yankee Stadium

*

Figure 3.18 - Hits at Fenway Park in Boston
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Summary

A complete model of the flight of a baseball came from tackling the mathematics

* and physics step by step. First, I incorporated Newton’s Second Law with the 

force of gravity in an atmosphere that had little or no aerodynamic effect on the 

baseball. Next, I moved to a place where the atmosphere exerted the aerodynamic 

force of drag on the baseball. When I compared the range on the baseball without 

aerodynamic forces to that with aerodynamic forces, I found that the drag force 

had tremendous effect on the distance the ball travels from home plate. I 

completed the model by adding in the Magnus Force exerted by rotation or spin 

on the baseball. A comparison between a hit with no spin and a hit with backspin 

showed an increase in distance of between five and ten feet depending on the 

initial velocity and the angle of elevation. Finishing up the first section, I 

compared the horizontal displacement exerted by the Magnus Force acting on the 

baseball when rotating around its vertical axis.

After completing the model, I introduced pitching and examined some key 

aspects. The predefined three-dimensional region called the strike zone helped 

me to show the effects of air density, initial velocity, angle of elevation, and 

rotation on different pitches. The model did not take into account the seams on 

the baseball, so the air density appeared to have little effect on the trajectory. 

However, experts have shown that air density affects the movement of the

♦ baseball. The initial velocity or release velocity of a pitch directly determined the 

location in the strike zone. I examined the effects of the release angle on the 

location and velocity of each type of pitch. The effects of release angle of pitches
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can explain why pitches end up in the dirt or soaring into the stands. Curveballs, 

sliders, screwballs, and change ups could not be thrown without spin on the ball. 

The spin produced the Magnus Force that displaced the ball from its path. Even 

though the physics behind pitching is not easy to understand, it is the most 

exciting position on the field.

Next to pitching, hitting ranks high on the list of reasons to play the game. The 

final section of my thesis considered hitting for different variables in my model. I 

started out by analyzing the effects of air density on different hits. My model 

showed that the thinner the air the farther each hit would travel from home plate.

Next I moved on to discuss the effects of changing the initial velocity of a few

different hits. This subsection demonstrated that the distance increased when the

initial velocity was increased. Some batting techniques that will help players 

improve their hitting and/or increase the distance on the ball are pulling, going 

opposite field, lofting, and topspin heat. These techniques put different spins on 

the ball because of the angle at which the ball comes off the bat and therefore they 

produce some horizontal movement for which they are named. After illustrating 

different hitting techniques I decided that finding the optimal angle aroused my 

interest. I used trial and error to determine the optimal angle of thirty-five 

degrees. Naturally after finding the optimal angle I wanted to find some distances 

at different ballparks for hits that left the bat at thirty-five degrees. To finish up 

the final section, I looked at possibilities of homeruns at different ballparks. 

Hitting homeruns is one of every player’s dreams, right next to making the big 

leagues.
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Future Studies

In this thesis, I discuss the effects of air density on pitching and batting. The 

values used were normal air pressures at standard temperature for the stadiums 

discussed. How much change in weather conditions might affect air density 

enough to wipe out the distinction between one ballpark and another? Further 

studies in weather patterns and air densities are needed to answer this question.

Section 2 of my thesis, runs through an explanation of pitching and some different 

pitches. One pitch that I mention, but never explained was the knuckle ball. The 

knuckle ball is a very unpredictable pitch and hard to model. “The Physics of 

Baseball,” by Robert Adair, explains a little about the physics of a knuckle ball 

but doesn’t present a model. Further studies and a better model would explain the

knuckle ball better.

“The thrown ball can also be deflected by the turbulence induced by the 

stitching on the flow of air passing by the ball. If the ball is thrown with 

very little rotation, asymmetric stitch configurations can be generated that 

lead to large imbalances of forces and extraordinary excursions in 

trajectory. Low-resistance turbulent flow can be induced by stitches on 

one side of the ball while the air will flow smoothly - and with larger 

resistance - past a smooth face on the other side.” [PB, pg. 29]

♦
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